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Protein hydration and unfolding — insights from experimental
partial specific volumes and unfolded protein models
Lynne Reed Murphy, Nobuyuki Matubayasi*, Vilia A Payne and Ronald M Levy
Background: The partial specific volume of a protein is an experimental
quantity containing information about solute–solvent interactions and protein
hydration. We use a hydration-shell model to partition the partial specific
volume into an intrinsic volume occupied by the protein and a change in the
volume occupied by the solvent resulting from the solvent interactions with the
protein. We seek to extract microscopic information about protein hydration and
unfolding from experimental volume measurements without using computer
simulations. We employ the idea that the protein–solvent interaction will be
proportional to the surface area of the protein.
Results: A linear relationship is obtained when the difference between the
experimental protein partial specific volume and its intrinsic volume is plotted as
a function of the protein solvent-accessible surface area. The effect of using
different protein volume definitions on the analysis of protein volumetric
properties is discussed. Volumetric data are used to test a model for the
unfolded state of proteins and to make predictions about the denatured state.
Conclusions: The linear relationship between hydration-shell volume change
and accessible surface area reflects the similar surface properties (fractional
composition of nonpolar, polar and charged surface) among a diverse set of
proteins. This linear relationship is found to be independent of how the solution
is partitioned into solute and solvent components. The interpretation of
hydration shell versus bulk water properties is found to be very model
dependent, however. The maximally exposed unfolded protein model is found to
be inconsistent with experimental volume changes of unfolding.
Introduction
Protein–solvent interactions are crucial to protein stability
and biological activity and as such are important in protein
folding. The contribution of protein–solvent interactions
to thermodynamic parameters of protein folding has been
studied extensively. One approach is based on connecting
thermodynamic measurements with the change in protein
solvent-accessible surface area on going from the native to
the unfolded state. Studies using relationships between
the thermodynamics of unfolding and the change in
solvent-accessible surface area have included examina-
tions of heat capacity, enthalpy, entropy and free energy
[1–22]. These studies use a common scheme: the thermo-
dynamic measurement is considered to be composed of
additive contributions from constituent atoms or groups
(see [23] for a discussion of nonadditive effects). Using
free energy as an example, the free energy change of
unfolding is calculated as:
(1)
Each σi is a contribution to the free energy per unit
solvent-accessible surface area for the various types of
atoms or groups; the contributions are obtained from ther-
modynamic measurements on model compounds. The
∆SAi values are the changes in solvent-accessible surface
area for each type of atom or group on going from folded to
unfolded protein; ∆SAi values are calculated from structural
data for the native protein and assume a model unfolded
structure. Summing the product of the constituent values
per unit solvent-accessible surface area and the change in
solvent-accessible surface area for each type of atom or
group yields the protein thermodynamic parameter.
Studies have also sought to gain information about protein
folding by analyzing the solvent-accessible surface area of
native proteins compared with a model of the proteins in
the unfolded state [24–28]. The unfolded state is often
modeled as an extended chain, with the solvent-accessible
surface area of the unfolded protein calculated as the sum
of residue (X) contributions in tripeptides Gly–X–Gly or
Ala–X–Ala. Many interesting conclusions concerning the
change in surface area on folding and the amount of non-
polar, polar and charged surface buried upon folding have
been obtained with the assumption of a completely
unfolded state.
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Implicit in schemes that make a connection between ther-
modynamic properties and solvent-accessible surface area
is the concept of the hydration shell — a shell of waters
surrounding the protein, which behaves differently from
bulk solvent. In such schemes it is assumed that the per-
turbation of the solvent structure caused by the solute is
localized to the region directly surrounding the solute.
Introduction of the hydration-shell concept has proven
useful in the study of solvation. Recently, the statistical
mechanical basis for the hydration-shell model has been
analyzed [29,30]. These studies demonstrate that the
spatial variation of the solvent contribution to excess ther-
modynamic quantities is different for different excess
solution properties; for example, the solvent contribution
to the excess energy is localized to the hydration shell, but
the solvent contribution to the excess compressibility is
not. The hydration-shell model for the excess volume was
found to be qualitatively valid.
Volumetric properties are interesting because they provide
insight into solute–solvent interactions and they are sensi-
tive to the features of solute hydration. A recent study by
Chothia and coworkers [31] explored the changes in
volume upon protein unfolding by calculating amino acid
and protein volumes. They calculated the mean volumes
of residues buried in protein interiors using the method of
Voronoi polyhedra and a set of protein crystal structures.
Native protein volumes were then calculated as the sum of
the constituent mean residue volumes plus corrections for
electrostriction by surface groups. They obtained close
agreement between calculated protein volumes and exper-
imental partial specific volumes. The volume of residues
in unfolded proteins was obtained from the volume
residues occupy in solution, as calculated in solution
studies of amino acids. By comparing the volume of
residues in the protein interior with the volume of amino
acids in solution, they observed that aliphatic groups have
smaller volumes in protein interiors than in solution
whereas the opposite is true for amide and charged groups;
only small changes were found for aromatic, sulfur or
hydroxyl groups. Thus, Chothia and coworkers explain the
small observed change of volume for proteins upon unfold-
ing as a net cancellation of the positive changes produced
when polar groups are buried and the negative changes
produced by aliphatic groups. Because this implies that
the ratio of different types of buried groups is constant
among the proteins, they calculated the chemical composi-
tions of the buried and accessible surfaces and found them
to be the same for each protein in the set examined in
their study.
Partial specific volume is defined as the change of the
solution volume when solute is dissolved in solvent at con-
stant temperature and pressure. It is often approximated
as the sum of two contributions; the first is the ‘intrinsic’
volume of the solute and the second is the change in
solvent volume resulting from the perturbation by the
solute. In this work we investigate empirical relationships
between the experimental partial specific volumes of pro-
teins and their ‘intrinsic’ volumes calculated from X-ray
coordinates. The difference between the experimental
partial specific volumes of proteins and their calculated
volumes is related to solvent-accessible surface area in the
spirit of previous studies that link experimental thermody-
namic parameters with protein solvent-accessible surface
area. An interesting linear correlation between experimen-
tal partial specific volume data and protein accessible
surface area is found, which we suggest reflects similar
surface properties (fractional composition of nonpolar,
polar and ionic groups) among a diverse set of proteins.
Alternative procedures for dividing the solution volume
into contributions from protein and solvent are discussed
and the effects on the interpretation of experimental
partial molar volume data are analyzed. In a section con-
cerning the volumetric properties of small nonpolar, polar
and ionic solutes we have used the results of computer
simulations to determine the partial specific volume of
water contained in the hydration shells of these solutes. As
discussed below, in order to obtain consistent results
between estimates of the specific volume of water in the
hydration shell of the proteins and the results for the small
solutes, the volume occupied by water in the hydration
shells of these solutes must be scaled by a factor propor-
tional to the number of solvent molecules in the hydration
shell rather than the solvent-accessible surface area.
The analysis of protein partial specific volumes can also
provide insights into protein unfolding. The measured
volume change when a protein unfolds is small relative to
the protein partial specific volume, but the exact nature of
the unfolded state has not been determined experimen-
tally. In a section concerned with volume changes associ-
ated with protein unfolding, the problem is formulated
analogously to partial specific volume. There are two
terms, corresponding to the change in protein volume and
the change in the hydration-shell volume upon unfolding.
Assuming a maximally exposed model of the unfolded
state and comparing the calculated volume change to the
experimental volume change, the performance of the
maximally unfolded protein model is evaluated. Finally,
we make some predictions about the volume and surface
area characteristics of the denatured state of proteins.
Results
Protein partial specific volume
The intention here is to use experimentally measurable
partial specific volume data of proteins to infer microscopic
information about protein hydration. Partial specific volume
is defined as the change in volume of a solution when a
measured amount of solute is added. If the solute and
solvent interact ideally, the resulting solution volume would
simply be the sum of the original solution volume and the
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volume of the added solute. For a protein dissolved in
water, solute–solvent interactions are not ideal and the
resulting volume change, the partial specific volume, can be
used to gain insight into their interactions. This is accom-
plished here by using a model to partition the solution
volume into solute and solvent components. Thus, the
partial specific volume is expressed as the sum of two con-
tributions (the intrinsic volume of the protein and the
change in the solvent volume within a hydration shell as a
result of its interaction with the protein) according to the
following equation (e.g. [32]):

v2 = v2 + δ1(v1 – v1o) (2)
where

v2 is the partial specific volume of the protein, v2 is
the ‘intrinsic’ volume assigned to the protein, δ1 is the
hydration number of the protein, v1 is the partial specific
volume of the hydration-shell water, and v1
o is the specific
volume of bulk water (1 cm3/g = 30 Å3/molecule). When
the volume units are converted from cm3/g to Å3/molecule,
the quantity δ1 becomes Nh, the number of hydration-shell
water molecules per protein molecule. The difference
between the protein partial specific volume and the calcu-
lated protein volume,

v2 – v2, which we define to be ∆Vsol,
is (by the above equation) equal to Nh(v1 – v1
o), which is
denoted ∆Vhs. Thus, by rearranging Equation 2 we get:
∆Vsol = ∆Vhs (3)
where ∆Vhs is simply the change in the solvent volume
resulting from water in the hydration shell, which has a
specific volume that differs from the specific volume of
water in the bulk. ∆Vsol can be calculated if the partial spe-
cific volume of the protein and the intrinsic volume of the
protein are both known; thus, ∆Vhs can also be deter-
mined. Relating ∆Vsol to the protein surface area makes
the connection between the change in solution volume
and protein surface properties.
The model used to partition the solution into solute and
solvent contributions depends on the definition used to
calculate the volume occupied by the protein. Various
volume definitions are illustrated in Figure 1 and discussed
in the Materials and methods section. As the choice of
dividing surface between protein and solvent is somewhat
arbitrary, Equation 2 does not determine a unique decom-
position of the solution volume. In this section, results
obtained using the protein excluded volume to define v2
are reported. In a separate section, additional results
obtained using alternative protein volume definitions are
reported and the effect of the different models on the con-
clusions concerning protein hydration is discussed. It is
also important to note that here the term ‘excluded
volume’ is used as originally defined by Richmond [33] to
mean the volume enclosed by the solvent-accessible
surface or the volume excluded to the center of a probe
sphere. Excluded volume has been used elsewhere to
mean the volume excluded to any portion of a probe
sphere, which is referred to as the ‘molecular volume’ here.
The proteins ranging in size from 51 to 307 residues used
for this study are listed in Table 1 with the PDB code for
their crystal structure coordinates. For each protein, the
experimental partial specific volume was obtained and
the molecular weight, solvent-accessible surface area and
excluded volume were calculated. Table 1 also lists for
each protein the difference between the experimental
partial molar volume and the intrinsic volume (i.e. the
calculated ∆Vsol).
A plot of ∆Vsol versus accessible surface area is shown in
Figure 2. The linear relationship obtained between ∆Vsol
and the surface area indicates that the partial specific
volume of water in the hydration shell averaged over the
protein surface is the same for the set of globular proteins
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Figure 1
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An illustration of surface area and volume definitions. The shaded circles represent the probe sphere.
that constitute the database for the present study. The
slope of the plot is negative (–1.3 ± 0.05), implying that
the partial specific volume of the hydration-shell waters is
less than the specific volume of bulk water. As discussed
below, however, the slope depends on the choice of
dividing surface between protein and solvent.
Because the volumetric properties of hydrating water
depend strongly on the polarity of the solute, the linear
relationship between ∆Vsol and protein surface area
observed in Figure 2 suggests that the composition of the
surfaces is relatively uniform among these proteins. To
examine this, the accessible surface area was decomposed
into proportions of nonpolar, polar and charged surface
area; the results are listed in Table 2. The distribution of
different types of surface area is uniform among this set of
proteins, with the majority of the surface being nonpolar
in agreement with previous studies [26,28,31,34]. The
numbers in parentheses in Table 2 are results from
Chothia [28] for proteins common to both studies. Average
results from a more recent study by Chothia and cowork-
ers [31] on 11 proteins spanning a larger range of sizes
(140–1992 residues) than those used here are also given.
There is good agreement between the results of these
three studies.
Model solute calculations
The simple linear relationship obtained between ∆Vsol
and protein surface area motivated us to examine whether
the volumetric properties for the proteins could be recon-
structed from the corresponding volumetric properties of
constituent groups. Model solutes were chosen to study
the solvation of different types of surfaces individually. A
methane molecule, a water molecule and a chloride ion
were used to model nonpolar, polar and charged solvation.
For these small, spherical solutes the number of solvent
molecules in the hydration shell and their partial molar
volume can be calculated directly from the solute–solvent
radial distribution function. The radial distribution func-
tions for the model compounds were determined both
from experiments and simulations reported in the litera-
ture (L.R.M. and R.M.L., unpublished observations;
[35–37]). The experimental partial specific volumes are
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Table 1
Partial specific volume, excluded volume and surface area data with calculated results for 15 globular proteins.
Molecular Protein
Number of weight Protein psv* Protein psv* ASA† excluded volume‡ ∆Vsol§
Protein PDB code residues (Å3/molecule) (cm3/g) (Å3/molecule) (Å2) (Å3/molecule) (Å3/molecule)
Insulin (monomer) 9ins 51 5780 0.735 7057 3421 11142 –4085
Pti 4pti 58 6520 0.718 7776 4087 12650 –4874
α-Lactalbumin 1alc 123 14010 0.735 17105 7162 25760 –8655
Ribonuclease A 3rn3 124 13690 0.703 15987 6884 24862 –8875
Lysozyme 1lzt 129 14310 0.703 16711 6590 25464 –8753
Myoglobin 5mbn 153 17200 0.745 21286 8178 31960 –10674
Adenylate kinase 3adk 195 21680 0.74 26650 10885 40504 –13854
Papain 1ppn 212 23430 0.719 27984 9452 40643 –12659
Bence–Jones REI 1rei 214 23500 0.726 28341 9751 41554 –13213
Concanavalin A (monomer) 2cna 237 25560 0.732 31080 10775 45697 –14617
Elastase 3est 240 25900 0.73 31407 10640 45740 –14333
Carbonic anhydrase B 2cab 261 28800 0.729 34876 10977 48766 –13890
Subtilisin 2sbt 275 27530 0.731 33429 10427 47785 –14356
Rhodanese 1rhd 293 32910 0.742 40563 14173 59171 –18608
Carboxypeptidase A 2ctb 307 34500 0.733 42007 11894 58055 –16048
*Protein psv, protein partial specific volume; †ASA, solvent-accessible surface area. ‡The protein excluded volume and the solvent-accessible
surface area are calculated with a 1.4 Å probe radius. §∆Vsol =v2 – v2.
Figure 2
∆Vsol =v2 – v2 versus solvent-accessible surface area for 15 globular
proteins. Calculations employed the excluded volume with a probe
radius of 1.4 Å.
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also available for these solutes. We now consider the
relationship between ∆Vsol and ∆Vhs for the model solutes.
For each of the solutes the hydration shell is defined by
the spherical annulus with inner radius rL, the radius that
defines the excluded volume, and outer radius rU, which is
defined by the first minimum in the radial distribution
function. With this definition, the intrinsic solute volume
is the volume that is excluded to the centers of the solvent
molecules. The experimental partial molar volumes are
listed in Table 3a. Using these values, we estimate ∆Vsol
to be –90 Å3, –61 Å3 and –106 Å3 for the nonpolar, polar
and charged model compounds, respectively. The number
of solvent molecules in the hydration shell of each of the
model solutes and their partial molar volumes calculated
from the radial distribution functions are also listed in
Table 3a. Using these values, ∆Vhs is calculated to be
–91 Å3, –59 Å3 and –105 Å3 for the nonpolar, polar and
charged solutes, respectively. Thus, for the model solutes
we find that ∆Vsol ≈ ∆Vhs as predicted (Equation 3).
In order to apply the model solute volumetric data to the
interpretation of the results for the proteins, ∆Vsol must be
normalized by the size of the solute. The most straightfor-
ward procedure is to normalize by the accessible surface
area of the model solutes, as was done for the protein data.
Calculation of ∆Vhs/SA for each of the model solutes using
accessible surface area, however, leads to values that are
too small (in absolute value) relative to the value obtained
for the proteins (Table 3a) and gives a non-intuitive order-
ing of the solutes (i.e. using the accessible surface area the
polar solute has the least effect on the solvent volume fol-
lowed by nonpolar and then charged). This is inconsistent
with the model solute radial distribution functions and
radial distribution functions between protein surface atoms
and solvent, which show a high degree of localization of
solvent near polar and charged surface but little near non-
polar surface (see low pressure results of Kitchen et al.
[38]). Alternatively, we can normalize by an effective
surface area, which depends on the number of solvent mol-
ecules in the hydration shell (see the Materials and
methods section); this data is available for the model
solutes but not for the proteins. The values ∆Vhs/SA using
the effective surface area are also listed in Table 3a. When
values based on effective surface areas for the nonpolar,
polar and charged solutes are combined in the proportions
given by the protein surface area decomposition, we obtain
a result (–1.1 ± 0.15; Table 3b) in reasonable agreement
with the protein data (–1.3 ± 0.05; Figure 2). The proce-
dure used to normalize the model solute data and the
protein data are different, however. The effect of using the
accessible surface for normalization of the protein data,
while using the effective surface to normalize the model
compound data, is to reduce the contribution of charged
groups to the protein volume change relative to the value
calculated for the model charged solute (chloride ion). This
is also true to some extent for the polar groups. Qualita-
tively, this may be explained by nonadditive effects related
to electrostriction. The partial molar volume of solvent at
the surface of an ion pair, for example, will be smaller than
around the model (bare chloride) ion. A quantitative analy-
sis of this point requires a more detailed analysis of the vol-
umetric properties of a larger series of model compounds.
Solution volume partitioning into protein and solvent
contributions
Previous volumetric studies have partitioned protein par-
tial specific volume into contributions from the intrinsic
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Table 2
Surface area decomposition.
Nonpolar Polar Positive Negative Charged
Protein surface area* (%) surface area* (%) surface area* (%) surface area* (%) surface area* (%)
Insulin (monomer) 61 27 4 7 11
Pti 56(56) 21(22) 18 5 23(21)
α-Lactalbumin 57 22 9 12 22
Ribonuclease A 57 28 10 5 15
Lysozyme 54 28 15 3 19
Myoglobin 62 16 12 10 22
Adenylate kinase 55 18 14 13 26
Papain 55 31 11 3 14
Bence–Jones REI 57(57) 33(34) 6 4 10(9)
Concanavalin A (monomer) 56 28 8 8 15
Elastase 53(50) 36(39) 8 3 11(11)
Carbonic anhydrase B 57 26 9 8 17
Subtilisin 60 33 4 3 7
Rhodanese 59 20 12 10 22
Carboxypeptidase A 56(55) 29(32) 9 6 15(13)
*Solvent-accessible surface areas are calculated with a 1.4 Å probe
radius. Numbers in parentheses are from [28]. Average proportions
(%) in: this work, 57 ± 3 (nonpolar), 26 ± 6 (polar) and 17 ± 6
(charged); [28], 55 ± 3 (nonpolar), 32 ± 6 (polar) and 14 ± 5
(charged); and [31], 57 ± 4 (nonpolar), 27 ± 4 (polar) and 18 ± 5
(charged).
protein volume and protein–water interactions [21,39–46].
But these studies did not address the different ways in
which this partitioning can be accomplished with respect
to conclusions that can be drawn about volumetric proper-
ties. When the volume of the solute is calculated, the
space occupied by the solution is effectively divided into
non-overlapping regions occupied by the solute and the
solvent. But the partition of the solution space into solute
volume and solvent volume is not unique. Protein volume
calculations have primarily involved the use of three defi-
nitions of volume: excluded, molecular and van der Waals.
Each of these definitions yields different values for the
protein volume because the dividing surface between
solute and solvent is different. The smallest protein
volume is obtained using the van der Waals surface of the
solute as the dividing surface, which traces the surface of
van der Waals spheres of the constituent atoms. The van
der Waals volume depends only on the van der Waals
radii of the atoms and is independent of the size of the
solvent. With this definition, the entire interfacial volume
between the solute and solvent is assigned to the solvent
regardless of whether an interfacial region is large enough
to contain a solvent molecule. The largest value for the
intrinsic volume of the protein is obtained using the
excluded volume, in which the entire interfacial region
between the solute and solvent that is inaccessible to the
solvent atomic center is assigned to the solute volume.
Intermediate between the van der Waals and excluded
volumes is the molecular volume, which is composed of
the protein atom volumes plus the interfacial region that
is inaccessible to the surface of the solvent sphere. Both
the excluded and molecular volumes depend on the size of
the solvent molecules. Figure 3 shows the excluded, mol-
ecular and van der Waals volumes calculated for the 15 pro-
teins versus their experimental partial specific volumes. A
linear relationship is obtained with all three volume defini-
tions; the difference in the three volume definitions is
reflected in the slopes. The molecular volumes are approx-
imately equal to the partial specific volumes yielding a
slope close to one, whereas the excluded volume slope is
greater than one and the van der Waals volume slope is less
than one. The variation in slope corresponds conceptually
to movement of the dividing plane between the protein
and solvent.
Another approach to studying protein volume uses Voro-
noi polyhedra [40,47]. The method of Voronoi polyhedra
involves the calculation of the volume of an atom in a mol-
ecule by building a polyhedron around the atom from
planes placed on the interatomic vectors to neighboring
atoms. The method is well-defined only for buried atoms.
To calculate the volume of surface atoms, molecular
dynamics simulations have been used [48,49] to provide
reasonable placement of water molecules around the
solute, which is necessary to locate the dividing planes
between surface atoms and water. This method was not
explored here, but a similar issue to that above is encoun-
tered when deciding where to place the plane between
surface atoms and water; for example, bisecting the inter-
atomic vector and placement based on atomic radii. Dif-
ferent placements of the planes change the dividing
surface between the protein and solvent.
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Table 3
Summary of calculated hydration-shell volume changes.
(a) Model solutes
∆Vhs/SA ∆Vhs/SA
Experimental psv* ∆Vsol† Nh‡ RDF psv§ ∆Vhs¶ using ASA using ESA 
Solute type (Å3/molecule) (Å3/molecule) (molecules) (Å3/molecule) (Å3/molecule) ASA# (Å2) (Å3/Å2) ESA** (Å2) (Å3/Å2)
Nonpolar 61 –90 20 60 –91 137 –0.65 156 –0.57
(rU = 5.4 Å; rL = 3.3 Å) (+32)
Polar 30 –61 4.4 33 –59 99 –0.60 34 –1.7
(rU = 3.4 Å; rL = 2.8 Å) (+19)
Charged 30.9 –106 7.2 32 –105 129 –0.81 56 –1.9
(rU = 3.9 Å; rL = 3.2 Å) (+6)
(b) Proteins
Volume ∆Vsol/SA††
Excluded volume –1.3 ± 0.05 (0.99)
Molecular volume 0.0073 ± 0.12 (0.0041)
Van der Waals volume 0.78 ± 0.19 (0.94)
Estimate from surface area decomposition and model solutes (psv) –1.1 ± 0.15
*From [81,82]. †∆Vsol = partial specific volume (psv) – intrinsic
volume = psv – (4/3)(πrL3). Values in parentheses are for rL = van der
Waals volume. ‡Number of hydration-shell waters, obtained by
integrating the first peak in the solute–solvent radial distribution
function (RDF). §RDF psv = (4/3)πrL3 + [(4/3)πrU3 – (4/3)πrL3] – Nhv1
o =
(4/3)πrU3 – Nhv1
o. ¶∆Vhs = [(4/3)πrU3 – (4/3)πrL3] – Nh v1o. #ASA (solvent-
accessible surface area) = 4πrL2. **ESA (effective surface
area) = Nh × (effective area per water molecule). ††Slope of the plot of
∆Vsol versus ASA. Numbers in parentheses are the correlation
coefficients of the linear least squares fits.
The choice of dividing surface between the protein and
solvent affects the determination of the difference between
the partial specific volume and the intrinsic volume of the
protein. As shown above, calculation of ∆Vsol using the
excluded volume definition as the intrinsic volume of the
protein gives negative values of ∆Vsol; if the protein mol-
ecular volume or van der Waals volume were to be used to
define the protein intrinsic volume, ∆Vsol would be close
to zero or positive, respectively. Calculation of ∆Vsol for
the model solutes is consistent with the protein findings
with respect to the sign of the hydration-shell contribution
(see Table 3).
The difference between the partial specific volume and the
calculated protein volume can be plotted versus accessible
surface area using the molecular and van der Waals volumes
as the intrinsic volume of the protein. Figure 4 shows the
plots of ∆Vsol versus surface area for the excluded volume
(from Figure 2) along with that of the molecular and van der
Waals volumes; a summary of the calculated protein
volumes is given in Table 4. The slopes of the ∆Vsol versus
surface area plots along with their correlation coefficients
are collected in Table 3b. (The correlation coefficient is
poor in the molecular volume case because the experimen-
tal and calculated volumes are very close in value and their
difference is small compared to the volumes themselves.) A
linear relationship with a high correlation coefficient is
obtained for the plots based on the protein excluded
volume and the van der Waals volume. Linearity indicates
that the hydration-shell waters have the same average
volume for all the proteins; Figure 4 shows that this prop-
erty is not dependent on how the solution is partitioned
into protein and solvent components. The slope of the
plots, however, vary greatly depending on which protein
volume definition is used. The sign of the slope of ∆Vsol
versus surface area is model dependent; this reflects the
fact that the excluded volume of a protein is larger than
its partial molar volume whereas the van der Waals
volume is smaller.
Volume change on protein unfolding
The partial specific volume of a protein is composed of two
terms — a protein volume term and a term reflecting the
change in molar density in the hydration shell. When the
excluded volume is used to define the intrinsic protein
volume, the hydration-shell term contributes negatively to
the partial specific volume. The change in volume when
the protein unfolds, ∆Vunfold, will be formulated analogously
to partial specific volume as being composed of two terms,
the change in the excluded volume of the protein and the
change in the hydration-shell volume upon unfolding:
∆Vunfold = ∆Vprot + ∆∆Vhs (4)
where ∆Vprot = VD – VN = vD2 – vN2, ∆∆Vhs = ∆VDhs – ∆VNhs,
∆Vhs = Nh(v1 – vo1); the D denotes the unfolded state and
the N denotes the native state. Using the relationship
between the partial specific volume and the hydration-shell
volume explored above for the native proteins and express-
ing ∆∆Vhs in terms of the surface areas of the unfolded and
native proteins gives:
(5)  
 
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Figure 3
Calculated protein volumes versus the
experimental partial specific volume using a
1.4 Å probe radius.
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Assuming that the surface composition of D is approxi-
mately the same as the surface composition of N, the term
∆Vsol/SA will be similar for native and denatured proteins
and can be obtained from the slope of the ∆Vsol versus SA
plot for the native proteins. ∆Vunfold can then be expressed
in terms of the change in surface area between D and N
(where ∆SA = SAD – SAN):
(6)
The volume change of unfolding is expressed as the
change in surface area multiplied by the sum of protein
and hydration coefficients. Given a model for the structure
of the unfolded state of the protein, the excluded volume
and accessible surface area can be calculated for the
unfolded proteins as was done previously for the native
protein crystal structures. This formulation depends on
the assumption that protein unfolding is a two-state
process; in other words, a transition from the native state
to a single predominant unfolded state. Testing the two-
state approximation is beyond the scope of this investiga-
tion. Another assumption is that the surface of the
unfolded state has a similar composition as that in the
native state. Here, the unfolded state will be modeled as
maximally exposed (see below). Calculation of the surface
area decomposition for these unfolded model proteins and
comparison to the native protein decomposition (see
Table 5) supports this. The similarity in composition of
the extended chain to that of native proteins has also been
observed previously [25,50].
Both the excluded volume and the hydration-shell contri-
butions to ∆Vunfold are highly dependent on the model
used for the unfolded state. Knowing that for globular pro-
teins the volume change of unfolding is small and nega-
tive, the quality of an unfolded model can be judged by
using Equation 6 to predict the unfolding volume ∆Vunfold;
the comparison of calculated ∆Vunfold with experimental
∆Vunfold provides a way of testing models of the denatured
state of proteins. The unfolded model proteins have been
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Table 4
Summary of calculated protein volumes (Å3/molecule).
Excluded Molecular
Protein (1.4 Å probe) (1.4 Å probe) Van der Waals
Insulin (monomer) 11142 6848 5564
Pti 12650 7540 6266
α-Lactalbumin 25760 16526 13435
Ribonuclease A 24862 15927 12989
Lysozyme 25464 16875 13595
Myoglobin 31960 21056 16880
Adenylate kinase 40504 26144 20964
Papain 40643 28116 22670
Bence–Jones REI 41554 28646 22592
Concanavalin A (monomer) 45697 31127 24341
Elastase 45740 31528 25047
Carbonic anhydrase B 48766 34107 27443
Subtilisin 47785 33649 26124
Rhodanese 59171 40012 31620
Carboxypeptidase A 58055 42098 33571
Figure 4
∆Vsol =v2 – v2 versus solvent-accessible surface area for 15 globular
proteins using (a) the van der Waals volume, (b) the molecular volume,
and (c) the excluded volume calculated with a 1.4 Å probe radius.
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generated here assuming a maximally exposed unfolded
state. Values of accessible surface area and excluded
volume were calculated for the 20 amino acid residues X
in tripeptides Gly–X–Gly constructed as described in
[28]. Protein surface area and excluded volume were cal-
culated by summing over the constituent residue values.
The resulting surface areas and excluded volumes are
given in Table 6. The unfolded state quantities were cal-
culated as the sum of constituent amino acid values; this
is analogous to the experimental practice of obtaining
protein thermodynamic measurements from model small
molecule or peptide values (e.g. [51]).
Modeling the unfolded proteins from tripeptides produces
an increase in the excluded volume and accessible surface
area relative to the native proteins. With this model,
35 ± 5% of the unfolded surface area is accessible in the
native state. This is in agreement with Richards’ [52] esti-
mate that on folding a completely extended chain the
surface area will decrease to about one third of its value.
The protein itself occupies more (excluded) volume in the
unfolded state, but because there is more surface to interact
with more solvent is perturbed in the hydration shell.
Protein unfolding is accompanied by a small volume
change at normal pressures, which becomes negative at
high pressures [31,45,53–56]. For proteins, the volume
change on denaturation has been found experimentally to
range from –50 cm3/mol to –300 cm3/mol [46,52], which is
< 1% of the protein volume. The absolute value of the
volume change on unfolding is very small compared to
either the protein volume or the partial specific volume.
Calculating ∆Vunfold therefore involves computing differ-
ences of large numbers to obtain small numbers, which
will be sensitive to errors in the volume measurements.
Thus, in the following analysis of ∆Vunfold the results will
be judged not on the basis of quantitative agreement with
individual experimental values but on the basis of yielding
volume changes for protein unfolding of reasonable
absolute value.
The results of the calculation of ∆Vunfold are presented in
Table 7. The absolute values of ∆Vunfold show an overall
trend of increasing with protein size and the predicted
volume changes for unfolding are much larger than
observed in experiments. These results suggest that the
maximally exposed unfolded state is not a good model for
the denatured state of proteins.
We can consider variations in volume and surface area of
the unfolded model that are necessary to bring predicted
protein volume changes upon unfolding based on Equa-
tion 6 into accord with experiment. According to Equa-
tion 6, the change in volume upon unfolding depends on
two factors: the change in surface area upon unfolding, and
the ratio of volume to surface area for the unfolded state. If
the change in surface area upon unfolding is decreased
while holding the ratio of volume to surface area of the
unfolded state constant, the predicted volume changes
deviate even further from experiment. In order to obtain
predicted volume changes with unfolding, which are small
(~1% of the native volume), it is necessary to reduce the
surface area of the unfolded model while increasing the
ratio of volume to surface area. Table 7 shows the effect of
reductions of SAD by 10% to 24% on ∆Vunfold. All reduc-
tions of SAD cause the absolute value of ∆Vunfold to be
reduced relative to the maximally exposed model values,
and reducing SAD by 23% reduces the calculated ∆Vunfold
to within the experimentally determined range. This dem-
onstrates that decreasing the surface area and increasing
the volume to surface area ratio of the unfolded model pro-
teins is sufficient modification of the maximally unfolded
model to produce reasonable unfolding volume changes.
This also suggests an explanation for why the maximally
exposed model is not a good description of the denatured
state. An improved model of the denatured state has a
higher volume to surface area ratio than the maximally
unfolded model. Increasing the volume to surface area ratio
of the unfolded model effectively makes it more native-
like. When the surface area of the maximally exposed
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Table 6
Solvent-accessible surface area and excluded volume of
unfolded model proteins.*
Surface area Excluded volume
Protein (Å2) (Å3/molecule)
Insulin (monomer) 8608 15827
Pti 9899 18041
α-Lactalbumin 21048 38674
Ribonuclease A 20676 37736
Lysozyme 21615 39522
Myoglobin 26427 48415
Adenylate kinase 33222 60745
Papain 35319 64764
Bence–Jones REI 35256 64720
Concanavalin A (monomer) 38390 70554
Elastase 38889 71459
Carbonic anhydrase B 42670 78341
Subtilisin 41665 76277
Rhodanese 49661 91125
Carboxypeptidase A 51895 95422
*Calculated with a 1.4 Å probe radius.
Table 5
Surface area decomposition of unfolded proteins compared to
native proteins.
Surface area* Native (%) Unfolded model (%)
Nonpolar 57 ± 3 60 ± 2
Polar 26 ± 6 31 ± 4
Charged 17 ± 6 9 ± 3
*Solvent-accessible surface area calculated with a 1.4 Å probe radius.
unfolded model is reduced by 23%, the volume to surface
area ratio is increased to 2.39; this is slightly less than
midway between the maximally exposed model value of
1.83 and the ratio for native proteins, 3.57.
In summary, the above analysis of the volume change of
protein unfolding has shown that an increase in the volume
to surface area ratio with respect to a maximally unfolded
model is needed to obtain results in agreement with the
experimental finding that the volume change of the solu-
tion for protein unfolding is approximately zero. Based on
volumetric data, denatured proteins are predicted to have
~80% of the surface area of the fully exposed model.
Because the surface area of native proteins is ~35% that of
the fully unfolded model, denatured proteins are predicted
to have a solvent-accessible surface area that is slightly
more than twice that of the native proteins. The volume to
surface area ratio of denatured proteins is predicted to be
about two thirds that of native proteins.
Discussion
When a solute is added to solution, there are three contri-
butions to the measured volume change: the volume
change resulting from the solute, the volume change result-
ing from the perturbation of the solvent molecules closest
to the solute (the first hydration shell), and the remaining
volume change resulting from the perturbation of more
distant solvent molecules. All these contributions are taken
into account in the statistical mechanical formulation of
excess volume [30]:
(7)
where ρ( ) is the one-particle distribution of the solvent at
the point , and ρ(∞) is the asymptotic value of ρ( ).
Introducing a cutoff in the above integral is equivalent to
localizing the solvent perturbation within a particular dis-
tance from the solute; for example, within the first hydra-
tion shell. With this cutoff, and replacing ρ(∞) with the
bulk density and neglecting o(1) terms in the thermody-
namic limit, the formulation of the partial specific volume
is as in Equation 2. Thus, according to the strict statistical
mechanical definition of excess or partial specific volume,
Equation 2 is an approximation brought about by assum-
ing that the solvent perturbation is localized to the hydra-
tion shell. The successful correlation between the change
in volume ∆Vsol and the surface area implies that for the
proteins studied approximately the same proportion of the
total volume change resulting from hydration is localized
mainly in the first hydration shell.
Early in the study of proteins, Kauzmann [57] reasoned
that because nonpolar atoms are hydrophobic they should
be preferentially located in the protein interior, whereas
the surface should be enriched in hydrophilic groups.
Despite studies to the contrary, the common conception
of proteins is still that hydrophobic residues primarily
cluster in the interior of proteins and polar and charged
residues lie on the surface. This work and previous studies
[24,25,28,31,34] demonstrate that a high proportion of the
protein surface is nonpolar, in fact > 50% of the total
surface. Rose et al. [58] studied the distribution of buried
surface area for each residue type. They found that as
expected the charged residues tend to be on the protein
surface, but only four nonpolar residues (phenylalanine,
leucine, isoleucine and methionine) tend to be fully
buried. The remaining nonpolar residues were found to be
distributed throughout the proteins. Using the native
protein and the extended unfolded model protein surface
areas calculated here, the proportion of surface area buried
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Table 7
∆DVunfold for unfolded model proteins.*
∆Vunfold ∆Vunfold with SAD reduced by
Protein (Å3/molecule) 10% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24%
Insulin (monomer) –2023 –1082 –243 –169 –96 –32 62
Pti –2267 –1206 –268 –187 –106 –35 69
α-Lactalbumin –5416 –2945 –677 –473 –271 –90 177
Ribonuclease A –5379 –2931 –676 –473 –271 –90 177
Lysozyme –5860 –3216 –749 –524 –302 –101 197
Myoglobin –7117 –3902 –907 –635 –365 –122 238
Adenylate kinase –8711 –4754 –1098 –768 –441 -–147 287
Papain –10088 –5584 –1316 –923 –532 –177 348
Bence–Jones REI –9947 –5495 –1292 –905 –522 –174 341
Concanavalin A (monomer) –10770 –5944 –1396 –978 –564 –188 368
Elastase –11017 –6090 –1433 –1004 –579 –193 378
Carbonic anhydrase B –12360 –6857 –1621 –1137 –656 –219 429
Subtilisin –12183 –6768 –1603 –1124 –650 –217 425
Rhodanese –13840 –7630 –1789 –1253 –722 –241 471
Carboxypeptidase A –15600 –8703 –2074 –1455 –842 –281 551
*∆Vunfold is calculated using the excluded volume and the solvent-accessible surface area calculated with a 1.4 Å probe radius.
on going from the native to the unfolded state can be cal-
culated. If nonpolar surface is compared to the sum of polar
and charged surface, the same proportion of nonpolar
surface is buried as charged plus polar surface (67 ± 6%
nonpolar, 63 ± 4% polar + charged), in agreement with pre-
vious studies [24,25,27]). Considering polar and charged
surface separately, equal amounts of nonpolar surface and
polar surface are buried, which is more than the charged
surface buried (67 ± 6% nonpolar, 71 ± 3% polar and
39 ± 12% charged). The amount of charged surface buried
increases with protein size, whereas the nonpolar and polar
surface areas buried show little size dependence [59].
Thus, in the analysis of protein properties it should be
kept in mind that a large number of nonpolar groups
remain on the surface; this greatly affects a protein’s inter-
action with its environment. In fact, Richards [52] cau-
tioned as early as 1977 that “the ‘grease’ is by no means all
‘buried’” and that the situation requires a “more careful
definition than is implied by the common feeling that
inside equals nonpolar and outside equals polar”. As dis-
cussed by Kitchen et al. [38], the relatively large nonpolar
surface area will affect pressure-induced denaturation.
When protein is added to solution, the solution volume
changes by an amount measured as the partial specific
volume; part of this volume change results from the
volume occupied by the protein itself, whereas part results
from the change in the volume of water interacting with
the protein. The choice of dividing surface to separate
protein from solvent affects how the measured volume
change is formally partitioned among the components of
the solution; there is an unavoidable ambiguity in this par-
titioning. The linear relationship that we observe between
∆Vsol and solvent-accessible surface area, however, sug-
gests that the average specific volume of water in the
protein hydration shell is approximately the same for dif-
ferent proteins regardless of the manner in which the solu-
tion is partitioned into protein and hydration-shell
components. The slope of the plot of ∆Vsol versus surface
area, however, does depend in both magnitude and sign
on the definition used for the protein volume. This
implies that the density calculated for solvent in the
hydration shell relative to the density of bulk water is
strongly dependent on the definition of the dividing
surface between protein and solvent. We therefore dis-
agree that the sign of the solvent contribution to the
partial molar volume of a protein must be positive, as is
sometimes suggested [46].
Levitt and coworkers [48] recognized the significance of
the allocation of space around the protein in their calcula-
tion of the volume of pancreatic trypsin inhibitor. Using
molecular dynamics simulations to assign the positions of
water molecules around the protein surface, they used the
Voronoi polyhedron method to calculate the volume of
interior and surface atoms. In the Voronoi procedure, each
atom is surrounded by a polyhedron whose faces are
formed from dividing planes perpendicular to the inter-
atomic vectors. Levitt and coworkers explain the larger
volume of some protein surface atoms relative to the inte-
rior in terms of the packing of water around the surface
atoms; if water is not packed tightly, the resulting cavity
makes the surface atom appear larger when the space is
allocated to the protein. They proposed using different
radii for water molecules situated around nonpolar, polar
and carboxyl oxygen atoms because the 1.4 Å value
usually employed reflects the hydrogen bonding in pure
water. The deviation of the distributions of interatomic
distances from the molecular dynamics simulation com-
pared to the expected interatomic distance from the sum
of van der Waals radii was used to assign new water radii
(nonpolar 1.96 Å, polar 1.23 Å and carboxyl oxygen
1.08 Å). The adjusted radii are qualitatively comparable to
the results reported here for estimating ∆Vhs based on the
use of radial distribution functions for model compounds.
Because the change in volume on protein unfolding is
very small it is difficult to observe experimentally by
direct volumetric methods [51]. The best way to probe
unfolding volume changes is through the use of pressure.
Recently, the effect of pressure on the hydrophobic inter-
action in a simple model system was examined computa-
tionally, demonstrating that the trend of a hydrophobic
dimer to dissociate at pressures of several kbar is consis-
tent with a hydrophobicity-driven mechanism of pressure-
induced protein denaturation [60]. This effect depends on
the sign of the excess compressibility of water in the
hydration shell, rather than the density [30]. Other than
the work described in [60], there have been few computa-
tional studies on the effects of pressure on hydrophobic
interactions. Experimental studies of the effect of pres-
sure on protein unfolding include the work of Markley
and coworkers [61], who measured the relaxation kinetics
of the folding and unfolding of staphylococcal nuclease
and the activation volumes for the transitions between the
native, molten globule and denatured states using pres-
sure-jump experiments. They explain pressure-induced
protein unfolding as resulting from the effects of increased
solvation and decreased molecular volume of the protein
(which they refer to as excluded volume). Both these
effects serve to reduce the volume of the unfolded system
relative to the native system because the application of
pressure will drive the system towards the point of least
volume. In their analysis, the increased hydration upon
unfolding contributes positively to the unfolding volume
change and is compensated for by a negative protein
volume term to yield a small net unfolding volume
change. In the analysis of protein unfolding presented
here, the reverse is true — the change in protein volume
makes a positive contribution to ∆Vunfold whereas the
change in hydration makes a negative contribution to the
unfolding volume change; again the net effect is to
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produce a small volume change. Chalikian and Breslauer
[21], using yet another model to partition the volume of
the protein solution, conclude that the small negative
volume of unfolding observed for proteins arises from the
opposition of a positive “thermal volume change” with
negative contributions from the change in void volume
and from a term arising from solute–solvent interactions.
The different partitioning schemes used to divide the
solution volume into the solute and solvent occupied
volumes used in these three studies demonstrate how the
choice affects the interpretation of the origin of the small
volume change. The solute and solvent volumes are not,
however, separate thermodynamic observables and the
partition of the solution volume into solute and solvent
components is not unique. The use of a variety of parti-
tioning schemes is consistent with the experimental data,
even though the meaning of the individual component
terms is largely phenomenological.
We have found that the model for the unfolded state,
which is maximally exposed to solvent, is not consistent
with experimental volume changes; a totally extended
unfolded state leads to a predicted unfolding volume
change much larger than that observed. The totally
extended model is estimated to have a surface area almost
20% too large. Based on the modeling of volumetric proper-
ties reported here, the denatured state is predicted to have
a solvent-exposed surface area slightly more than twice that
of the native protein. Similar estimates of exposure in the
denatured state have been obtained from compressibility
[62] and calorimetric [63,64] measurements. The conclu-
sion that the denatured state of a protein is not maximally
unfolded, but retains a significant degree of structure, is
thus supported by a strong body of evidence from both
experimental and computational studies. Because a more
compact denatured state will affect both the kinetic and
thermodynamic aspects of protein folding and unfolding
there is clearly a need for more direct probes of the molecu-
lar features of denatured proteins, through such techniques
as NMR spectroscopy and computer simulation.
Materials and methods
Surface area and volume definitions
The van der Waals volume is the volume occupied by the atoms as rep-
resented by hard spheres with assigned radii. The molecular and
excluded volumes and surface areas use a probe sphere (which repre-
sents a solvent molecule) rolling on the outside of the van der Waals
envelope of the solute and maintaining contact with the surface. The
solvent-accessible surface area is the area of the surface generated by
the center of the probe sphere. The excluded volume is the volume
enclosed by the solvent-accessible surface. The molecular surface is the
surface traced out by the inward-facing part of the probe sphere and is
not displaced from the van der Waals surface. The molecular volume is
the volume enclosed by the molecular surface and thus is the volume
inaccessible to any part of the spherical probe. Both the excluded
volume and the molecular volume are dependent on the size of the
probe sphere (i.e. they are solvent dependent) whereas the van der
Waals volume is solvent independent. The solvent-accessible surface
and molecular surface approach the van der Waals surface as the probe
radius approaches zero. For the special case of a spherical molecule,
the molecular surface is the same as the van der Waals surface. The
various quantities defined above are illustrated in Figure 1.
Protein calculations
A set of 15 small to moderate sized proteins were chosen on the basis
of the availability of experimentally determined partial specific volumes
and of X-ray crystal structures from the Brookhaven PDB [65,66]. Most
of the crystal structures were of better than 2.0 Å resolution. The set of
proteins contains representatives from all classes of proteins — α + β
(five proteins), α/β (four proteins), all α (two proteins), all β (four pro-
teins) — and many different protein folds [67]. The partial specific
volumes, measured at 20°C, were taken from compilations by Smith,
Creighton and Hinz, as reported in units of cm3/g [68–70]. The crystal
structures were used to calculate the protein surface areas and volumes.
Volumes and surface areas were calculated using a program written by
Jay W. Ponder which uses the algorithms from the AMS/VAM programs
of Connolly [71–73] and implements Richards’ molecular surface defini-
tion [52]. This analytical method constructs the protein surface as a col-
lection of polygons for which the surface area and volume can then be
computed. To obtain the solvent-accessible surface for excluded volume
and solvent-accessible surface area the radius of each solute atom was
taken as the sum of the van der Waals radius and the effective radius of
the solvent (i.e. probe radius) and the volume and surface area calcu-
lated using a probe radius of zero. Molecular and van der Waals
volumes were calculated using the van der Waals radius for the radius
of each solute atom and using a probe radius of 1.4 Å (the effective
radius of the solvent) or 0 Å, respectively. Solvent-accessible surface
areas were verified by comparison with those from the molecular simula-
tion program IMPACT [74] and the surface area decomposition was also
performed using IMPACT. Van der Waals radii were from McCammon et
al. [75] for extended atoms. Comparison of surface area calculated
using these radii and the set employed in IMPACT [76] show no signifi-
cant difference. The calculated volumes were verified by comparison
with literature values where available [39–41,72,77–80].
Molecular weights were calculated from the protein sequences and
were used to convert the partial specific volume units from cm3/g to
Å3/molecule. Surface area was decomposed into percentages of non-
polar, polar and charged using atom-based definitions similar to Chothia
[28]: carbons were considered nonpolar; (terminal) sidechain nitrogens
of arginine, lysine and N-terminal capping residues, and (terminal) side-
chain oxygens of aspartic acid, glutamic acid and C-terminal capping
residues were considered charged; and the remaining nitrogen, oxygen
and sulfur atoms were considered polar.
Model solute calculations
In order to model nonpolar, charged and polar solvation, calculations
have been performed for the solutes methane, chloride ion and water,
respectively, in water solvent.
The experimental partial specific volumes of the solutes and the calcu-
lated solute volumes can be used to calculate ∆Vsol analogously to the
proteins:
∆Vsol =v2 – v2 (8)
where

v2 is the partial specific volume. The excluded volume for these
spherical solutes was calculated from the definition of the volume of a
sphere:
(9)
For these small, spherical solutes the total volume of the hydration shell
was calculated from the radial distribution function between the solute
and the water oxygens:
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where rU and rL are the upper and lower bounds of the first peak in the
solute–solvent radial distribution function. Note that rU defines how far
out from the solute the hydration shell extends, while rL defines the
solute volume. The hydration-shell volume change was calculated as
the difference between Vhs and the volume occupied by an equivalent
number of bulk water molecules:
∆Vhs = Vhs – Nhv10 (11)
∆Vhs was normalized by surface area for comparison with protein
results. The solvent-accessible surface area (ASA) of the model solutes
was obtained from the formula for the surface area of a sphere:
ASA = 4π rL
2 (12)
An effective surface area (ESA) was defined as the total area occupied
by the number of hydration-shell water molecules given by Nh. The
effective surface area was obtained by formulating a conversion factor,
an area of a slice through the center of the water. This represents the
amount of area the water molecule will occupy on the dividing surface
between solute and solvent. Actually, this surface would be a curved
circular piece of a spherical surface, but we approximate the area as
the area of a flat square with sides 2R (where R is the radius of the
water molecule). With a water radius of 1.4 Å the conversion factor is
7.8 Å2. The effective surface area is then calculated as:
ESA = 7.8Nh (13)
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